50th Anniversary Event
The Silva Mind-Body Healing 3.0
With Laura Silva in person
How To
Create Inner Equilibrium and Health

Canadian Premiere !

“You Too Can Learn How to Activate Your Mind’s
Natural Healing Mechanisms and Start Improving
Your Overall Health and Well – Being”
Now For The First Time Ever in Canada
Laura Silva Will Present A New Improved And Updated
Silva Mind-Body Healing 3.0 For You Silva Graduates
Throughout his lifetime, the world-renowned mind empowerment pioneer
Jose Silva, founder of the Silva Method believed that 90 percent of all
illnesses are caused by the mind.
You’ve probably heard of this theory before—but are you aware of its
implications?
Now Jose Silva’s daughter and protégé, Laura will be here in Vancouver for
the first time presenting and guiding us through Silva Mind-Body Healing 3.0
“Without health life is a struggle and the rising cost of healthcare only adds
to the suffering. Staying healthy or regaining health are the best options and
there is a way to achieve that outcome. With every passing moment, I am
more and more convinced of the individual’s power to heal themselves.
Beyond the professional obligation of your health caretaker, it is an
individual’s responsibility to learn and do what is necessary to assist the
healing process. No one plays a greater role in your health than you. You
have it in you to heal…and, Silva Mind Body Healing will show you how.”

Laura
If most illnesses are caused by the mind, it is extremely likely that most
illnesses can be reversed by the mind too.

Millions of people worldwide have found better health with the phenomenon
known as mind-body healing. Like you, they know there’s more to holistic
wellbeing than conventional medication and procedures. And like you, they
know that their health should be in their hands.
The question is, how can you realize the full potential of your mind’s
natural healing ability? How can you get consistent and lasting results, so
you can start making profound changes to your wellbeing TODAY and for
the rest of your life?
Silva Mind Body Healing 3.0 takes you on a systematic journey through
The Silva Method’s three pillars of mind-body healing. You’ll be trained on
core concepts like Alpha and Theta Level meditations, Healing Imagery
techniques, and exercises designed to program your subconscious mind in
line with the Desire-Belief-Expectancy (D-B-E) thought process. Supporting
topics like stress management and manifesting are also covered in detail.

Take A Peak At Just Some Of What You Will Learn At The
Event.
Day 1
Aspects of Healthy Living: Total health and healing requires a bridge
between our body and mind, mind and soul, inner and external worlds, and
our physical life and spiritual life. You will Rise above the deterrents of
health. Mental Exercise: Healthy Beginnings – Strong Attractor.
Health, Stress and Your Old Subconscious Programs: Learn how to regain
and/or maintain health, understand the core experiences causing stress,
undo old subconscious programs and role play new desirable experiences
using the E3 Meditations and the Three Fingers Technique.
Mental Exercise: Stress Management Strategy.
Strengthening Your Inner Health: Learn how invisible aspects of your being
such as thoughts and beliefs impact your actions and influence your health.
Mental Exercise: A Conversation with Your Mind.
Subjective – Objective Programming: Learn the specific ideal conditions for
creating a receptive state of mind for optimal healing to occur in you and
your loved ones. Mental Exercise: Practice Session: Standard
Conditioning Exercise.

Your Beliefs Create Your Living Experience Part 1: Learn how to recognize,
neutralize and/or restructure old restricting beliefs to create better health.
Mental Exercise: Reframing Limiting Beliefs.

Day 2
Your Beliefs Create Your Living Experience Part 2: Go back in time, inform
the “child” you…cut the roots of your long standing beliefs about life and
health…then create new, resourceful and empowering beliefs to replace
them. Mental Exercise: Creating New Beliefs.
The Silent, Surprise Healer Within: Learn how to rise above negative
energies like anger, fear, resentment, hatred, vengeance, finger-pointing,
suspicion, bitterness and condemnation that negatively impact
health. Mental Exercise: Emotional Release Through Forgiveness.
The Strongest Force Within: Connect with the power of love gained through
your mental/spiritual training, education and loving guidance and direct it to
the healing process. Mental Exercise: Love Meditation.
Energies That Heal: Learn how to utilize magnetic, electrical and human
energy for healing purposes for yourself and your loved ones. Mental
Exercise: Programming Objects.
The Energy of Life: Learn how to effectively direct your thoughts, images,
intentions and body energy into a liquid recorder (Water) for healing
purposes…for self and others. Mental Exercise: Special Energized Water
Technique.
Your Healing Aura: Experience the power of your body’s energy and
healing hands as you apply them for assist the healing process for yourself
and your loved ones. Mental Exercise: Practice Session.
Your Body – A Magnificent Healing Machine: Be the placebo by learning
how to release necessary chemistry naturally possessed by your body for
healing. Mental Exercise: The Healer Within.
AND MUCH MORE!!!!

Your Presenter And Coach Live And In Person – Laura Silva

Laura is president of Silva International and daughter of, Jose Silva,
founder of the Silva Method. She continually innovates the concepts behind
the Silva Method with the latest findings from studies on the human mind,
intuition, alternative healthcare, and spirituality, using her knowledge to
develops new and exciting programs for Silva International.
Laura has authored many best selling audio courses such as Silva Life
System, Silva Intuition System, Silva Mind Body Healing and Silva
Manifesting.
For over 35 years, Laura has presented Silva programs worldwide to
people of all ages and walks of life. She is known as the teacher of teachers
and served as the Director of Instructor Training for Silva International for
many years. A lively and dynamic presenter, Laura’s personal dedication
and warmth are conveyed to all who attend her seminars.
Also assisting Laura during the event – your host,
Silva Director/Certified Instructor – Pascale d’Astros MEd.

This is the ONLY Silva Mind Body Healing 3.0 Seminar
on the calendar in Canada. We are expecting
a sold out event and have limited seating.
Registration is accepted on a first come
first serve basis to All Silva Graduates.
Your Investment is Early Bird $ 192 Cad x 3
monthly payments or $ 558 Cad one time
With Repeat Privileges as usual
Sign Up here

